FIG at Home

KOOL KAZOO

Did you know National Kazoo Day is in January? Let's make some noise!

MATERIALS

- Paper towel or toilet paper roll
- Rubber band
- Wax paper
- Toothpick (or something sharp)
- Art supplies to decorate (markers, colored tape, coloring pages, stickers)

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Decorate your paper roll however you wish.
   We wrapped one roll with colorful masking tape and another with a coloring book page.
   You could also decorate with markers, stickers, or paint.
2. Cut wax paper big enough to fit over the opening of one end of the roll. About 2 inches wider than the diameter of the roll.
3. Fold the wax paper over one end of the roll, and secure it with a rubber band.
4. Poke a small hole in the wax paper with a toothpick to let the sound out.
5. Cover your mouth with the other end of the roll and hum or sing into the kazoo!
6. You can experiment with sound by adding more holes to the wax paper, trying different length paper rolls, or adding more layers of wax paper. Happy New Year!

Share your creations by using #FIGatHome and tagging us on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram!